Hook-on Highchair
PRIMO

Model # 041125
IMPORTANT: READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USE AND RETAIN FOR
FUTURE REFERENCE

Safety Precautions
Read all instructions before assembly and use of the highchair. Keep instructions for future use.

WARNING

WARNING! Keep coverings away from children to avoid suffocation, if any plastic or
impermeable materials are used for covering and for packaging.
WARNING! Never leave the child unattended in this table mounted chair.
WARNING! Do not use the table mounted chair if any components are broken or missing.
Do not use replacement parts other than those approved by the manufacturer or
distributor.
Check that the table will not tip when the table mounted chair, attached to it, is in use.
The thickness of the supporting surface to which the table mounted chair can be
attached is a minimum of 25mm and maximum of 45mm.
Do not use tablecloths or other objects on the support surface which might interfere with
the proper functioning of the anchoring elements. Keep the table structure and surface
clean and dry.
Routinely check any clamping screws and re-tighten them, if required. Check also the
suction pads
Do not attach the table mounted chair where the child might use its feet to push against
a part of the table, another chair or any structure, as this could cause the table mounted
chair to come off the table.
Always activate the adjustable lock with child’s weight in it.
The table mounted chair shall not be used by children weighing more than 15kg and less
than 6 months of age.
This product is not suitable for use on all tables. Do not use on glass topped tables, tables
with loose table tops, table leaves, single pedestal tables, card tables or camping tables.
Make sure that you correctly fit the child’s safety harness when using the hook-on
highchair.
The table mounted chair is not suitable for children who cannot sit unaided.
Your child may be hurt if you do not follow the instructions.

How to care for your Childcare Hook-on Highchair
Cleaning
To ensure the long-lasting use of your highchair wipe down with a damp cloth and use a mild soap
solution if necessary. Do not use abrasive cleaners. Always store product in a clean dry place.
Maintenance
Always check parts regularly for tightness of screws, nuts and other fasteners – tighten or replace if
required. To maintain the safety of your highchair, seek prompt repairs for bent, torn, worn or broken parts.
Use only those parts and accessories approved by CNP Brands.
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Hook-on Highchair

PRIMO

Model # 041125
Assembly / Operating Instructions
Adding hook-on highchair to surface
1.
2.

3.
4.

Fully open highchair. Ensure the pins on each side leg are correctly 		
located in the downward position.
Press the side button and unfold locking arms.

Slide top arms of the hook on the chair on an angle over the table,
until the front edge of the table is flush with the crotch strap.
Mount securely to table surface and release locking arm. Tighten 		
the arm onto the table by screwing adjusters upwards.

5.

Place the child in the hook-on highchair and secure child with 		
harness.

6.

Ensure that both adjuster knobs and both front feet are in tight 		
contact with the underside of the table.

PLEASE NOTE: Do not over tighten the adjusters

Ensure positive and
secure contact
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